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To provide investors with a reflection meme token 
that offers reasonable taxes (approx. 11% buy 
and 13% sell) and a value project that is designed 
to stand the test of time by harvesting the 

established social and crypto world influence of 
Elon Musk and his new Shiba Inu pup Floki.



BabyFloki is the latest in the Shiba Inu inspired collection of meme tokens, 
which combines Elon Musk’s influential Shiba Inu puppy called Floki and 
the iconic $DOGE paid out to BabyFloki holders. A long-time supporter and 
spokesman for technological innovation and cryptocurrency, Elon is an 
acknowledged trendsetter and his new pup tweets will send BabyFloki to 

the moon! 

BabyFloki is a reflection token that rewards investors in 2 ways: 
by consistently increasing its market cap (and individual token price) 
thanks to a strategically sound and sustainable marketing plan
by rewarding BabyFloki token holders with auto distributed passive 
income paid out to their wallets in $DOGE tokens



To become an 
established name in 
the Shiba Inu 

meme token space 
by harvesting the 
power of the hottest 
trends and the 
biggest influencers biggest influencers 
in the crypto world 

today

To give holders an 
opportunity to 
diversify their 

portfolio and to earn 
passive income by 
paying out rewards 
in $DOGE

In doing so to 
create a 
sustainable, 
profitable and 
transparent 
investment 

opportunity for the 
BabyFloki BabyFloki 

community and 
holders



The answer is astonishingly simple: in the current crypto space there are THOUSANDS of 
new projects but only ONE Elon Musk. Famous for his long-running association with 

Dogecoin, the self-proclaimed ‘Dogefather’ now has an adorable Shiba Inu pup of his own 
called Floki. Floki is sure to continue to feature in Elon’s tweets and $BabyFloki will harvest 
the power of those precious tweets for the benefit of our token holders. Riding the waves 
made by one of the most influential people in the crypto space is at the core of our marketing 
strategy. This powerful and free marketing will be supported by focused online activity:

Further marketing plans include offline evens, dog charity donations and high value 
giveaways.

tactical campaigns/influencer partnerships on social media such as Twitter, 
Telegram or YouTube

key high profile coin platform listings such as Coingecko and CMC 

ads and promotions e.g. on Coinhunt or Coinsniper



There are 2 key reasons for choosing $DOGE as the reward for BabyFloki holders:

Consistency is key for any successful brand. We believe that paying out rewards 
in Elon’s favourite meme coin $DOGE enhances the link between the tech 
billionaire favourites and BabyFloki token and it allows further opportunities for 
marketing activities to build upon those connections.

Dogecoin is a household name in the meme token space due to a long-running 
association with Elon Musk. The self-proclaimed ‘Dogefather’ is said to have a 
large holding of $DOGE and we believe this fact itself promises a bright future of 
$DOGE in the crypto space. Elon’s ability to send Dogecoin prices to the moon 
with a single tweet is an additional incentive!



Binance Smart Chain is one of the leading platforms for tokens. 
The key diThe key difference between BSC and alternatives such as Ethereum Smart Chain is the 
blockchain fees. Those fees are incurred when users conduct a transaction on a blockchain. 
This fee is collected by miners or validators for ensuring that only valid transactions are 

recorded and processed on the blockchain. A multitude of transactions can result in high fees. 
For example, Ethereum has recently recorded fees over $100 for a single transaction. At the 
same time Binance Smart Chain charges range between $0.10 — $0.50 for the same 

services. 

Another important factor to consider is transaction speed. Ethereum is aAnother important factor to consider is transaction speed. Ethereum is affected by scalability 
challenges, which cause congestions on the blockchain and results in long waiting time 
and/or higher fees. The Binance Smart Chain addressed those scalability problems and it 

allows easy implementation of smart contracts to build scalable dApps.



BUY    ||   Rewards: 2%    Liquidity: 2%    Marketing: 6%    Slippage 11%+ 

SELL    ||   Rewards: 4%    Liquidity: 2%    Marketing: 6%    Slippage 13%+ 






